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In the face of the contradictory imperatives of the smart city — personalizing everything while respecting the right to privacy, optimizing without rejecting — and in response to the new landscape, particularly the arrival of major data companies, the challenge now is to produce new models for regulating city data, ones that respect individuals and their freedoms.

INTRODUCTION

How should data that offers powerful added value for the general interest, but is collected and used by private actors, be shared with public actors while respecting the rights of the businesses that collect and process the data as well as the rights and freedoms of the individuals concerned? This is the question that laws and public policies are currently trying to answer. Other sections in La plateforme d’une ville (The Platform of a City, available online in French only1), published by the Innovation and Foresight unit at CNIL, the French data protection authority, describe how the digital city’s new services rely increasingly on personal data that is collected and processed for commercial ends by private actors.

This data, which does not fall within the natural ambit of a public service (whether directly managed, under concession, etc.), does nonetheless interact profoundly with issues of public service and can be invaluable in the delivery of a public service mission.

At present, a number of different tools are being developed by the various stakeholders in this debate. All these tools have serious limitations but also represent real opportunities. Each relies on achieving the right balance of rights and obligations between the various actors involved.

These tools can be characterized according to two features. First are the legal obligations they impose on private actors: among the four proposals described below, some could be rolled out within existing legislative frameworks whereas others would require new legislation before they could be put into practice. Then

1 https://linc.cnil.fr/la-plateforme-dune-ville-explore-les-enjeux-de-la-smart-city
comes the question of data granularity: in some cases very fine data, including personal data, is sent to the public actor; in others, the public actor can access data only once it is aggregated and anonymized.

In a previous report, Partage ¹, we showed how a traditional regulatory model in isolation has little chance of being effective, and that a regulatory posture adapted to these platforms requires a new and more dynamic balance that would employ a palette of regulatory mechanisms, which would provide a range of levers to impact: the balance of power between actors (market); technical systems and architecture (technology and design); ground rules (regulator and standards); and, lastly, self-determination and returning power to the individual (empowerment).

By combining the two features (legal obligations and data aggregation) with the four regulatory levers, we obtain a matrix of four distinct scenarios that represent as many possible futures, as alternatives or in combinations, for new forms of data sharing.

These scenarios offer different options for dividing the challenge of exploiting fine data and reassigning the capacity to take action in the general interest, redefining the balance of power between public and private actors within the realm of public service.

They differ in how they allocate responsibility for personal data protection, which can lie with either the private or the public actor. Whatever the scenario, the challenge is to establish best practices guaranteeing that the rights and freedoms of the people providing data are respected.

Without making any judgments about one or other of these mechanisms, setting out the basic structure of each and highlighting their potentialities serves to identify the questions raised in terms of protecting people’s personal data.

---

¹ See the Innovation & Foresight report Partage / Motivations et contreparties au partage de soi dans la société numérique (Share! Motivations and counterparties to sharing the self in the digital society). In French only. [https://lmc.cnil.fr/fr/dossier-partage](https://lmc.cnil.fr/fr/dossier-partage)

---

### A tentative matrix of possible futures for data sharing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aggregated data</th>
<th>Granular data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Market</strong></td>
<td><strong>Authority &amp; Law</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New legal obligations</td>
<td>&quot;Enhanced&quot; general interest data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PRIVATE ACTOR</strong></td>
<td><strong>PUBLIC ACTOR</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Data processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anonymization</td>
<td>Pseudonymisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPEN DATA</td>
<td>FINE DATA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandatory private open data</td>
<td>Data processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free reuse (licence)</td>
<td>If processing is needed for delivery of a general interest mission and compatible with the initial purpose (as understood by GDPR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal data</td>
<td>Personal data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Techno &amp; design</th>
<th>Empowerment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PRIVATE ACTOR</strong></td>
<td><strong>PUBLIC ACTOR</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>Data processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform API</td>
<td>FINE DATA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGGREGATED DATA</td>
<td>If processing is lawful according to GDPR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questions / Answers</td>
<td>Personal data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other private actors Researchers</td>
<td>Personal data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

These scenarios offer different options for dividing the challenge of exploiting fine data and reassigning the capacity to take action in the general interest, redefining the balance of power between public and private actors within the realm of public service.

They differ in how they allocate responsibility for personal data protection, which can lie with either the private or the public actor. Whatever the scenario, the challenge is to establish best practices guaranteeing that the rights and freedoms of the people providing data are respected.

Without making any judgments about one or other of these mechanisms, setting out the basic structure of each and highlighting their potentialities serves to identify the questions raised in terms of protecting people’s personal data.
GENERALIZING OPEN DATA FOR THE PRIVATE SECTOR

Acting on balances of power and creating the conditions for effective self-regulation might involve setting up mandatory private sector open data policies for data with proven impact on the efficient operation of the market or policies in the general interest.

Private actors would be under a legal obligation to provide open data access to certain data they hold, for example as provided for under two French laws, the so-called “Macron Act” and the Act for Energy Transition. In order for this process to meet personal data protection requirements, in most cases implementation would involve anonymization processes that comply with certification requirements.

The advantage of this mechanism is that data can be reused without restriction, by competitors, public bodies, researchers, citizens, etc. However, it is not without its drawbacks. Anonymization comes at a price: financial for the private actor and in terms of the loss of dataset information for other users; public actors will not have access. In this scenario, the issue is allowing and regulating reuse of personal data by public actors for certain purposes in the general interest, but without infringing the rights of individuals. This would involve extending the scope and modalities of the emerging notion of general interest data. Currently, general interest data is limited in France to companies operating public service concessions. It would in this scenario be extended to private actors, with the exclusion of their contract relations with public authorities.

EXTENDING GENERAL INTEREST DATA BEYOND PUBLIC SERVICE CONCESSIONS

To change the ground rules is to take the view that overriding higher interests justify delineating the intangible limits society has set on ethical and political subjects. In this scenario, the issue is allowing and regulating reuse of personal data by public actors for certain purposes in the general interest, but without infringing the rights of individuals. This would involve extending the scope and modalities of the emerging notion of general interest data. Currently, general interest data is limited in France to companies operating public service concessions. It would in this scenario be extended to private actors, with the exclusion of their contract relations with public authorities.

This data is currently anonymized by the private actor prior to being made available as open data. The idea would be to open the way for certain fine data to be provided to public actors for public service missions; the public actors would then be responsible for data anonymization where it is made available as open data.

A balance of interests should make it possible to avoid harming the interests of a private actor that had invested in proprietary data processing and also to avoid violating individuals’ right to privacy, as they would have consented to data processing within the context of a specific service. Public authorities become responsible for data processing and must respect all applicable rules (legal basis, purpose limitation, compliance to all data protection principles, etc.).

Such a mechanism would offer the advantage of resetting the balance of powers between certain private actors and public authorities, which would form an effective lever for successfully accomplishing general interest missions without any infringement of the rights of individuals. The drawback with this scenario is its burdensome nature: for private businesses obliged to restitute data and for public organization users responsible for personal data protection.

This scenario has a number of backers. In the wake of France’s Act for a Digital Republic, which set out the broad lines, and the 2015 report on general interest data by the French Ministry of Economy, similar hypotheses have been developed by the European Commission in its work on the free flow of data and in Luc Belot’s report to the French parliament, which calls for the definition and identification of a “territorial interest data” category.
PERMITTED REUSE UNDER CONTROL OF PRIVATE ACTORS

In regulatory terms, acting on systems and architectures is simply to keep step with current technical transformations in the data economy. This might involve using legal and technical measures to regulate the emergence of platforms for data access and sharing. Responses to open data, data lakes and mass anonymization might follow the API model, with data taps and differential privacy.

Private actors could use tools such as APIs etc., to set up a platform for reusing their data that would enable the reuser to exploit some data without actually processing it: the reuser would interrogate a database held by the private actor and receive only the answer, not the full dataset. Properly designed, such a system would enable rich data exploitation while minimizing the risks of infringing individual rights. In addition to anonymization, the platform could deploy two further types of tools:

• legal: a contract must govern what reusers may or may not do; for example, a clause prohibiting a partner from attempting to reidentify people and thereby compromise their anonymity, as well as clauses detailing how liability is to be apportioned;

• technical: real-time audits, controls, checks and log analyses to deliver dynamic risk analysis, for example to limit the chance of database inference attacks.

The advantage to private actors of such a mechanism, which would not need new legal obligations, is that they would not be required to open up their data en masse and would not have to bear responsibility for personal data protection. The drawback of this scenario is the cost to private actors of developing and maintaining a platform, although this could also offer new opportunities and revenue streams via the sale of anonymized data.

ENACTING CITIZEN PORTABILITY

The new regulations governing personal data protection offer everybody the opportunity to determine how their data is used and empower citizens to participate in missions of general interest.

The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) introduces a right to data portability that promotes the reuse of personal data by a new processor, without any obstruction by the initial processor, and under the exclusive control of the person concerned. This arrangement, which will enable users to migrate from one ecosystem of services to another (competing or not) bringing with them their own data might also enable them to opt in to citizen portability to benefit general interest missions.

Communities of users could exercise their portability rights in relation to a service in order to provide a public actor with access to their data for a specific purpose relating to a public service mission. The public actor is then responsible for data processing and is therefore also required to respect the principles of data protection.

Such a mechanism would have the advantage of creating new datasets for use in public service but without imposing new legal restrictions on private actors. The drawback for this scenario is the critical mass required as widespread acceptance and participation will be needed to constitute relevant datasets. The incorporation of simplified, innovative and non-restrictive opt-in systems should help ramp up participation levels.

In a more future-forward vision, a process such as this could lead to bottom-up creation of an information commons, built by individuals in the general interest. This would entail building governance processes for the information commons, perhaps in the form of publicly owned and managed local data corporations.

CNIL takes the view that any adjustments to the balance of power between private and public actors concerning city management and intended to improve public policy must go hand in hand with greater oversight of public authorities. They will be required to adhere to GDPR and specifically the notion of legitimate purpose in regard to reuse of the data provided.

REGULATION THROUGH THE COMMONS AND A DEDICATED GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE

In the face of the contradictory imperatives of the smart city—personalizing everything while respecting the right to privacy, optimizing without rejecting—and in response to the new landscape, particularly the arrival of major data companies, the challenge now is to produce new models for regulating city data, ones that respect individuals and their freedoms.

Innovative and efficient regulatory methods are an interesting area, for example commons-based production and governance of city data, with the establishment of new governance structures for critical mass required as widespread acceptance and participation will be needed to constitute relevant datasets. The incorporation of simplified, innovative and non-restrictive opt-in systems should help ramp up participation levels.

In a more future-forward vision, a process such as this could lead to bottom-up creation of an information commons, built by individuals in the general interest. This would entail building governance processes for the information commons, perhaps in the form of publicly owned and managed local data corporations.

CNIL takes the view that any adjustments to the balance of power between private and public actors concerning city management and intended to improve public policy must go hand in hand with greater oversight of public authorities. They will be required to adhere to GDPR and specifically the notion of legitimate purpose in regard to reuse of the data provided.

“In a more future-forward vision, a process such as this could lead to bottom-up creation of an information commons, built by individuals in the general interest. This would entail building governance processes for the information commons, perhaps in the form of publicly owned and managed local data corporations.”
DEFINING THE COMMONS

In 2014 Valérie Peugeot addressed the question of data in the smart city from the commons perspective, suggesting “moving beyond the strict boundaries of personal data to examine digital data as a whole [...] inspired by Elinor Ostrom’s work [...] to develop a data sphere for the commons, by which is meant data that can be categorized as a collective resource, and that falls neither within the property regime managed by public authorities in the narrow sense, nor within the market system.” The commons system relies on management of the relevant resource by a community, which structures its governance rules around what is termed a bundle of rights. Valérie Peugeot suggests extending the commons to data in the public sphere, data produced under share-alike licenses (Wikipedia, OpenStreetMap, etc.) and certain data produced by private businesses. To go further in the direction of commons-based production, it will probably ultimately have to include open data reference data and general interest data as defined in the Act for a Digital Republic and other public interest data as may be defined by future legislation. We could cite as an example data held by major data companies such as Waze, collected from users on a data-for-services basis.

These businesses, which claim to work in the general interest, would then cease to restrict the general interest to the sum of their clients’ private interests, allowing public authorities access to reuse the data that they themselves exploit. The recommendations outlined above (extending the notion of the general interest data and activating citizen portability) could be of use in enabling this approach to develop.

This approach, based on the commons and moving beyond the open data mindset, has been gathering strength in recent years. CNNum (the French Digital Council), in an opinion issued in April 2017 on the free flow of data in the European Union, suggests mechanisms for data sharing9. “Member States could encourage different players to share their data on a voluntary basis in order to contribute to a research program, an industrial project or a public policy, either occasionally or on a long-term basis. The pooled data could be collected by a public body and be aggregated before being reused or redistributed [...]” Regarding general interest data held by the private sector, the report suggests invoking a general interest motive to require the data to be handed over, notably for the purposes of managing public sectoral policies, providing information to citizens, and economic development. There is no infringement on property rights where data is handed over only to public authorities or is reused for non-commercial purposes. In cases of reuse for commercial purposes, the report states that indemnity payments are the only solution that avoids structurally undermining private actors. And here we have one of the key challenges of the commons-based approach, which is currently relatively conceptual: there is undoubtedly an interest for the sum of all parties, but the gain for actors who are currently in a position of strength in terms of data is more uncertain. The aim is therefore to find a way to maximize value to society as a whole but without disincentivizing the actors responsible for creating this new data.

GOVERNING THE COMMONS TO BETTER PROTECT PERSONAL DATA

Commons for the city cannot be constituted without establishing modes of data governance. In its opinion, CNNum gives the sectoral example of the US Bureau of Transportation Statistics, which aggregates air traffic data from US airlines. But others go further, suggesting trusted third party actors for a given territory, which would offer shared governance tools able to enforce compliance, particularly with personal data protection rules. This is the type of model put forward by Datact in the form of its publically owned and managed local data corporations (Régies de données)10, third-party legal entities with governance shared between the city as public actor and its various stakeholders—a true commons of the city but also a data interrogation and processing system allowing data flows to the various actors requiring them to be opened and closed on demand. This third-party actor would facilitate data flows between the various stakeholders, acting as a hub and monitoring the admissibility of data processing purposes. It would also ensure that applicable licenses were respected and personal data protected by providing mechanisms for registering consent.

Such an arrangement would also make it possible to move beyond the mindset of automatic anonymization of city data. It would be possible, as proposed by the Open Algorithms project11, to allow certain actors to use data without possessing it and in full compliance with the rights of individuals. A management tool of this kind would offer the advantage of opening up city data and resetting the balance of power between the public actor and private actors not bound by contracts to the public sector. It would provide interested small businesses, collectives, residents and non-profits with a means to reappropriate ownership of the city commons, and most importantly it would allow data reusers that wished to process personal data to ask for explicit informed consent from the individuals concerned.

10 Concevoir une régie de données territoriales - Vers une nouvelle fabrique de services urbains. (Designing publically owned and managed local data corporations - Towards new methods for imagining city services), dossier produced by Le hub, Chronos and Datact, in La gazette des communes, May 2014
11 http://www.apalproject.org